CHAPTER 51
Al-Dhåriyåt: The Scatterers
(REVEALED AT MAKKAH: 3 sections; 60 verses)
The title of this chapter is taken from the mention of The Scatterers of Truth in the ﬁrst
verse. Attention is drawn in the ﬁrst section to the gradual advancement of Truth, which
was daily gaining ground, and stress is laid upon the certainty of the judgment of the
rejectors. The second section, opening with the announcement of the birth of a son to
Abraham, which stands really for the birth of a new nation of righteous people, deals
with the fate of some previous nations who were judged because of their evil deeds. The
third again, after an exhortation to seek refuge in Allåh, warns the opponents that their
turn of good fortune is about to be ended and they shall be judged. It is an early Makkan
revelation.

SECTION 1: Falsehood is doomed
In the name of Allåh, the Beneﬁcent,
the Merciful.
1

By those scattering broadcast!

2

And those bearing the load!

3

And those running easily!

4 And those distributing the Affair!—
5 What you are promised is surely
true,
6 And the Judgment will surely
come to pass.a
6a. In the ﬁrst four verses of this chapter attention is called to certain facts by
means of what is generally understood to be an oath, for which see 37:1a, while the two
verses that follow indicate the conclusion to which those facts lead. It is generally considered that by “those scattering broadcast” are meant the winds that raise up dust before
the coming of a cloud; by the “bearers of the load” the clouds that carry rain; by the
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By the heaven full of paths!a

8 Surely you are of varying opinion —
9 He is turned away from it who
would be turned away.a
10

Cursed be the liars!

11

Who are in an abyss, neglectful;

12 They ask: When is the day of
Judgment?
13 (It is) the day when they are tried
at the Fire.
14 Taste your persecution! This is
what you would hasten on.a
15 Surely the dutiful are amidst
Gardens and fountains,
16 Taking that which their Lord
gives them. Surely they were before
that the doers of good.
17 They used to sleep but little at
night.

“easy runners” the winds that carry the clouds along, and by the “distributors” the winds
that distribute the rain. Attention is drawn in this description to a similar arrangement in
the spiritual world by which Truth gradually advances. The seed of Truth is scattered
broadcast in the ﬁrst stage, while the bearing of the load or becoming pregnant with
Truth is the second stage, the third being the strong desire to accept it, which makes one
run for it without difﬁculty, while the fourth is its distribution to others.
But we may as well say that attention is herein drawn to more manifest facts, to the
scattering of Truth broadcast through the Holy Prophet and his faithful followers, which
led to some bearing the load of it as if they had become pregnant with Truth, while others ran easily towards the acceptance of Truth. But they were not satisﬁed with mere
acceptance; they went to and fro to deliver to others the Truth and the Light, which they
had received. In the existence of these groups of workers in the cause of Truth there was
a clear sign that the triumph of Islåm would soon be established in the land.
7a. The description of heaven as full of paths is a scientiﬁc truth certainly unknown to
the world 1,300 years ago. The paths in the heavens are the orbits of the various planets,
and of the stars themselves; compared 36:40, where it is stated that “all ﬂoat on in an orbit”.
9a. Only those are turned away from the Truth who themselves turn away.
14a. For ﬁtnah meaning persecution, see 2:191c. Tasting of persecution signiﬁes
receiving punishment for their persecution of the Muslims.

Part 26]
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18 And in the morning they asked
(Divine) protection.
19 And in their wealth there was a
due share for the beggar and for one
who is denied (good).a
20 And in the earth are signs for
those who are sure,
21 And in yourselves — do you not
see? a
22 And in the heavens is your sustenance and that which you are
promised.a
23 So by the Lord of the heavens
and the earth! it is surely the truth, just
as you speak.a
SECTION 2: The Fate of previous Nations
24 Has the story of Abraham’s
honoured guests reached thee? a
25 When they came to him, they
said: Peace! Peace! said he. Strangers!
26 Then he turned aside to his family and brought a fat calf.
27 So he placed it before them. He
said: Will you not eat?
19a. The word ma√r∂m is understood by some to mean a poor man who does not beg,
and by others, one who has not the faculty of speech, like the dog and the cat (LL). Note
that the poor are here spoken of as having a share in the wealth of the rich. The State is
bound to take that share and make it over to the poor. But it is only a share, not the whole.
21a. They could see signs showing that Truth was gaining ground.
22a. That which is promised may mean the spiritual sustenance as contrasted with
rizq or the physical sustenance. Or, it may refer to the Judgment, of which they were
warned again and again.
23a. Note the high degree of certainty, the unshakable faith in the ultimate triumph
of the Truth at this early period. Just as men’s speaking to each other is a reality, even so
is God’s speaking to man.
24a. See 11:69a, 70a.
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28 So he conceived a fear of them.
They said: Fear not. And they gave
him the good news of a boy possessing knowledge.
29 Then his wife came up in grief,
and she smote her face and said: A
barren old woman!
30 They said: Thus says thy Lord.
Surely He is the Wise, the Knowing.

Part 27
31 He said: what is your errand,
O messengers!
32 They said: We have been sent to
a guilty people
33 That we may send upon them
stones of clay,
34 Marked from thy Lord for the
prodigal.a
35 Then We brought forth such
believers as were there.
36 And We found there but a (single) house of Muslims.a
37 And We left therein a sign for
those who fear the painful chastisement.
38 And in Moses, when We sent
him to Pharaoh with clear authority.
39 But he turned away on account
of his might and said: An enchanter
or a madman!
34a. For the punishment sent on Lot’s people, see 7:84a. The stones were marked,
i.e., they were destined for them.
36a. It is said to be the house of Lot himself. A Muslim is one who submits himself
to God, and in this sense all prophets and their righteous followers were Muslims.

Part 27]

JUDGMENT IS SURE

40 So We seized him and his hosts
and hurled them into the sea, and he
was blameable.
41 And in ‘Åd, when We sent upon
them the destructive wind.
42 It spared naught that it came
against, but it made it like ashes.
43 And in Tham∂d, when it was
said to them: Enjoy yourselves for a
while.
44 But they revolted against the commandment of their Lord, so the punishment overtook them, while they saw.a
45 So they were unable to rise up,
nor could they defend themselves;
46 And the people of Noah before.
Surely they were a transgressing
people.
SECTION 3: Judgment is sure
47 And the heaven, We raised it high
with power, and We are Makers of the
vast extent.
48 And the earth, We have spread
it out. How well We prepared it!
49 And of everything We have created pairs that you may be mindful.
50 So ﬂee to Allåh. Surely I am a
plain warner to you from Him.
51 And do not set up with Allåh
another god. Surely I am a plain warner to you from Him.

44a. See 7:78a; it was an earthquake.
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52 Thus there came not a messenger to those before them but they
said: An enchanter or a madman!
53 Have they charged each other
with this? Nay, they are an inordinate
people.
54 So turn away from them, for
thou art not to blame;a
55 And remind, for reminding proﬁts
the believers.
56 And I have not created the jinn
and the men except that they should
serve Me.
57 I desire no sustenance from
them, nor do I desire that they should
feed Me.
58 Surely Allåh is the Bestower of
sustenance, the Lord of Power, the
Strong.
59 Surely the lot of the wrongdoers
is as was the lot of their companions,
so let them not ask Me to hasten on.
60 Woe, then, to those who disbelieve because of that day of theirs
which they are promised!
54a. Turning away from them means to pay no heed to their abuses and to disregard
their reviling. The words that follow make this clear, for the Prophet is enjoined to continue to remind, for there will be some who will believe, and these will proﬁt by the
reminder.

CHAPTER 52
Al-Ô∂r: The Mountain
(REVEALED AT MAKKAH: 2 sections; 49 verses)
The name of this chapter is taken from the ﬁrst verse, where the mention of The
Mountain is an indication of a similarity between the Holy Prophet and the Israelite
Lawgiver. As Moses received a call on a mountain, Mt. Sinai, it was in a mountain cave,
Ïirå’, that the Prophet received a call. This similarity is carried further in the opening
verses by mentioning the Book which furnished a guidance in both cases and the House
which was visited by the people. Punishment must therefore befall the opponents of the
Prophet just as it befell the opponents of Moses. In the ﬁrst section along with this punishment of the wicked is mentioned the reward to be granted to the faithful. The second
section continues the subject of the punishment of the opponents, giving a plain hint
towards the end that the opponents will be punished in this life as well. The chapter
belongs to a very early Makkan period.

SECTION 1: Success of the Faithful
In the name of Allåh, the Beneﬁcent,
the Merciful.
1

By the Mountain!

2

And a Book written

3

On unfolded vellum!

4

And the frequented House,

5

And the elevated canopy,

6

And the swollen sea!

7 The chastisement of thy Lord will
surely come to pass a —
7a. The ﬁrst six verses draw attention to a set of parallel facts in the revelations of
Moses and Mu√ammad (peace and blessings of Allåh be on them!). The mount in the one
case is Mt. Sinai, and in the other the mount Ïirå’, the Book stands for the Torah in the
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There is none to avert it;

9 On the day when the heaven will
be in a state of commotion,
10 And the mountains will pass
away, ﬂeeing.a
11

Woe on that day to the deniers,

12 Who amuse themselves by vain
talk.
13 The day when they are driven to
hell-ﬁre with violence.
14 This is the Fire, which you gave
the lie to.
15

Is it magic or do you not see?

16 Burn in it, then bear (it) patiently,
or bear (it) not, it is the same to you.
You are requited only for what you did.
17 The dutiful will be surely in
Gardens and bliss,
18 Rejoicing because of what their
Lord has given them; and their Lord
saved them from the chastisement of
the burning Fire.

one case and the Qur’ån in the other; the House that is frequented and the elevated canopy
refer, on the one hand, to the tabernacle raised by Moses for the Israelites as a sacred
place, where they worshipped God and offered sacriﬁces, and on the other to the Sacred
House at Makkah, which was to be the center of the Muslims of all nations, all countries,
and all ages, and where they were to offer sacriﬁces. The swollen sea represents the sea
which brought destruction to Pharaoh and his hosts, while the Holy Prophet’s enemies are
told in the next verse that the punishment of their Lord would as surely overtake them on
land as it overtook the enemies of Moses in the swollen sea. But note that the word ba√r
signiﬁes land as well as sea, and this word occurring in a saying of the Holy Prophet is
explained as meaning their city and land (N). The whole passage draws attention to the
close similarity of the revelations of Moses and the Holy Prophet, and warns the disbelievers that their power will be brought to naught, as it was in the case of Pharaoh. Here again
we have the Prophet’s likeness to Moses spoken of in a very early revelation.
10a. The great transformation that was to be brought about by the Prophet, the
sweeping away of the old order of superstition, ignorance and vice, and its replacement
by light, learning and righteousness, the overthrow of a wicked generation and the ushering in of a new era is here represented as the commotion of the heaven and the passing
away of the mountains; see 20:105a.
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19 Eat and drink with pleasure for
what you did,
20 Reclining on thrones set in lines,
and We shall join them to pure, beautiful ones.a
21 And those who believe and
whose offspring follow them in faith

20a. The word √∂r occurs four times in the Holy Qur’ån, and on two of these occasions, here and in 44:54, the form adopted is zawwajnå-hum bi-√∂r-in ‘ßn, and in 55:72
and 56:22 there is no mention of tazwßj (“join”). While zawwaj-tu-h∂ imra‘t-an (doubly
transitive without a particle) means I gave him in marriage a woman (LL), zawwaja
shai’-an bi-shai’-in (made doubly transitive with particle bi) means he coupled a thing
with a thing or united it to it as its fellow or like (LL). It is added, quoting 44:54 and
52:20, “the meaning is not the tazwßj commonly known (i.e., marriage), for there will be
no such tazwßj in paradise”. Along with it is quoted 81:7, wa idha-l-nuf∂su zuwwijat,
which is translated as meaning and when the souls shall be coupled, or paired, or united
with their fellows, or according to some “when each sect, or party, shall be united with
those whom it has followed” (LL). As regards the word √∂r, it is a plural of a√war
(applied to a man) and of √aurå’ (applied to a woman), signifying one having eyes characterized by the quality termed √awar, which means intense whiteness of the white of the
eye and intense blackness of the black thereof. The word a√war (singular of √∂r) also
signiﬁes pure or clear intellect (LL). The other word, ‘ßn, is plural of a‘yan (meaning a
man wide in the eyes) and of ‘ainå’ (meaning a woman beautiful and wide in the eye).
The latter word also signiﬁes a good or beautiful word, or saying (LL). It may be noted
that whiteness is also a symbol of perfect and unsullied purity, and hence the two words
√∂r and ‘ßn really stand for purity and beauty; and therefore, instead of white-eyed and
large-eyed ones, I adopt the words pure and beautiful ones, as being more expressive of
the true signiﬁcance.
To realize the true signiﬁcance of these words, two points must be borne in mind.
The ﬁrst is that paradise is a place for faithful women as well as for faithful men, and
hence the Holy Qur’ån often speaks of the faithful as being in paradise with their wives;
see for instance 36:56, where the faithful are spoken of as sitting on thrones or raised
couches with their wives, or 13:23 and 40:8, where they are spoken of as being in paradise along with their wives and offspring. The second is that the blessings of paradise
are alike for women and men, there being not the least difference in this respect between
the two sexes. The question then is what is meant by √∂r ‘ßn here. It has already been
explained in 37:49a that the Holy Qur’ån does not speak of any conjugal relations being
maintained in a physical sense in the life to come. Moreover, it has been shown on various occasions that, where the blessings of paradise are spoken of, these are nothing but
physical manifestations of the spiritual blessings which the doers of good enjoy in this
life too. There are gardens, trees, rivers, milk, honey, fruits and numerous other blessings spoken of as being met with in paradise, but that all these are not things of this life
has been shown more than once in these footnotes, and a saying of the Holy Prophet
already quoted makes it clear that the blessings of paradise are not the things of this life.
The Holy Prophet is reported to have said: Allåh says I have prepared for My righteous
servants what no eye has seen and no ear has heard and what the heart of man has not
conceived (B. 59:8). The Holy Qur’ån also speaks of them in similar words: No soul
knows what refreshment of the eyes is hidden for them (32:17). These clear statements
need no comment, and they establish beyond the shadow of a doubt that whatever blessings are spoken of as existing in paradise, the one thing sure about them is that they are
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— We unite with them their offspring a and We shall deprive them of
naught of their work. Every man is
pledged for what he does.b
22 And We shall aid them with fruit
and ﬂesh, as they desire.
23 They pass therein from one to
another a cup, wherein is neither vanity, nor sin.a
24 And round them go boys of theirs
as if they were hidden pearls.a
25 And they will advance to each
other, questioning —
26 Saying: Surely we feared before
on account of our families.a
27 But Allåh has been gracious to
us and He has saved us from the
chastisement of the hot wind.

not things of this world. Hence even the white-eyed, large-eyed ones, or the pure, beautiful ones, the √∂r ‘ßn, of this verse, are not actually the beautiful women of this life.
These are heavenly blessings, which the righteous women shall have along with the
righteous men, for v. 17 plainly says that those who keep their duty will ﬁnd these blessings, and therefore the pure, beautiful ones are as much a blessing meant for the righteous women as for the righteous men.
The question may still be asked, why are these blessings described in words which
apply to women? The fact is that the reward spoken of here is one having special reference
to the purity of character and the beautiful deeds of the righteous, and it is womanhood,
not manhood, that stands for a symbol of purity and beauty. Moreover, it should be noted
that in Arabic ©åli√åt and ∆ayyibåt signify good deeds and pure things as well as good
women and pure women, and this is another reason why the reward of good and pure
deeds is spoken of in terms which apply to women. But note also that both √∂r and ‘ßn are
plurals of words applying to men as well as to women, as also to qualities and deeds.
21a. Those who have done great deeds of sacriﬁce are united with their offspring;
because even their children follow their footsteps and do the deeds their fathers did,
reaping the beneﬁt of those deeds.
21b. Note the clear doctrine of man’s responsibility for his actions.
23a. This cup is therefore entirely of a different nature from what is known in this life.
24a. It should be noted that the boys spoken of as hidden pearls in this verse may
either be the offspring of the faithful mentioned in v. 21, or these may be heavenly
blessings of a nature similar to what is said of √∂r in 20a.
26a. This is another clear statement showing that righteous women will be in paradise
along with righteous men. The difference of sex counts for nothing in the sight of Allåh.
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28 Surely we called upon Him
before. Surely, He is the Benign, the
Merciful.
SECTION 2: Opponents are doomed
29 So remind for, by the grace of
thy Lord, thou art no soothsayer, nor
madman.
30 Or say they: A poet — we wait
for him the evil accidents of time.
31 Say: Wait, I too wait along with
you.
32 Or do their understandings bid
them this? Or are they an inordinate
people?
33 Or say they: He has forged it.
Nay, they have no faith.
34 Then let them bring a saying
like it, if they are truthful.a
35 Or were they created without a
(creative) agency? a Or are they the
creators?
36 Or did they create the heavens
and the earth? Nay, they are sure of
nothing.
37 Or have they the treasures of thy
Lord with them? Or have they
absolute authority? a
38 Or have they the means by
which they listen? Then let their
34a. If their calling it a forgery or the work of a poet or a madman is true, why are
they unable to bring a saying like the one that is brought by the Prophet? So early did
the Qur’ån challenge its opponents to produce the like of it. See 2:23a, as to the uniqueness of the Holy Qur’ån.
35a. Or without a cause, or without a purpose.
37a. That is, their authority or power in the land would soon be brought to naught.
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listener bring a clear authority.a
39 Or has He daughters and you
have sons?
40 Or askest thou a reward from
them so that they are over-burdened
by a debt?
41 Or possess they the unseen, so
they write (it) down? a
42 Or do they intend a plot? But those
who disbelieve will be the ensnared
ones in the plot.a
43 Or have they a god other than
Allåh? Glory be to Allåh from what
they set up (with Him)!
44 And if they were to see a portion of the heaven coming down,
they would say: Piled-up clouds!a

38a. This verse shows that the Arab astrologers and diviners pretended that they
could listen to the secrets of the future, but their conjectures about the future failed to
make any impression, as they did not turn out true. The word used here is sullam, which
I translate as means. It signiﬁes primarily a ladder, the Arabs believing that their diviners could ascend to the higher regions, and there obtain news of the future (R). This
throws light upon the statements made in 15:17, 37:8, 67:5, 72:8. From what is said
further on in v. 41, and elsewhere, challenging them to put down their pretended knowledge of the unseen in writing, a challenge repeatedly given but never accepted, it is clear
that the diviners themselves knew that what they said was no more than mere conjecture.
41a. Here we have a clear proof that from the very beginning the Qur’ån was written down as it was revealed. This chapter is one of the very early revelations, and here
we ﬁnd the opponents challenged to write down prophecies relating to the future, the
suggestion clearly being that the prophecies of the Qur’ån relating to the future were
handed over to them in a written form.
42a. Mark the clear language in which their vanquishment and the overthrow of their
power is spoken of. But kaid (plot) also means war; see LL, which gives this signiﬁcance of
the word on the authority of the best Arabic lexicons, and many commentators say that there
is a reference here to the battle of Badr. Thus Kf interprets the words hum al-makßd∂n, the
concluding words, as meaning they it is to whom the consequences of their war will return
and their own plans will destroy them, and this was so, as they were slain on the day of Badr.
44a. By a portion of the heaven coming down upon them is meant a punishment
from heaven, which they repeatedly demanded: “Or thou cause the heaven to come down
upon us in pieces” (17:92); “So cause a portion of the heaven to fall on us” (26:187).
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45 Leave them then till they meet
that day of theirs wherein they are
smitten with punishment:
46 The day when their struggle will
avail them naught, nor will they be
helped.a
47 And surely for those who do
wrong there is a chastisement besides
that; but most of them know not.a
48 And wait patiently for the judgment of thy Lord, for surely thou art
before Our eyes,a and celebrate the
praise of thy Lord, when thou risest,
49 And in the night, give Him glory,
too, and at the setting of the stars.
46a. Mark the clearness and force with which the prophecy is continued. The reference to war and their vanquishment in it is made clearer here.
47a. The two kinds of punishment with which the opponents were threatened are
spoken of distinctly in this verse, viz., a punishment which was to overtake them in this
very life in the form of famines and the wars which were to result in the complete overthrow of their power, and a punishment in the form of spiritual torment in another life.
48a. The judgment of the Lord signiﬁes the punishment of the wicked. The Prophet
is not to have any fear, for he is spoken of as being before Our eyes.

